
T R E AT M E NT M E N U



The Eden Elements Treatment Suite 
features five sumptuous treatment 
rooms featuring advanced filtration 
and circulation technology to maintain 
99.9% pure air allowing you to luxuriate 
in our full range of decadent treatments 
and massages. 

This treatment is suitable 
during pregnancy 

(after the first trimester)

We recommend these 
treatments for guests 
healing from cancer



FACE 
TREATMENTS



DIAMOND EXPERIENCE LIFE INFUSION RITUAL
(90 MIN · €250)

RENEWS · FIRMS · REVITALIZES 
The most innovative treatment on the Natura Bissé menu, this luxurious 
facial preserves skin’s youthfulness and slows the aging process. Visibly 
diminishes fine lines & wrinkles and restores a youthful glow to every 
level of the skin. Dramatically reverses premature aging while increasing 
firmness and elasticity, known by many as the ‘Red Carpet Facial’.

DIAMOND COCOON FACIAL EXPERIENCE 
(60 MIN · €165)

ANTI-POLLUTION · PROTECTION · PREBIOTIC
This relaxing facial will diminish the appearance of dark spots, leaving the 
skin with a radiant glow. Perfect to give brightness and balance the tone 
of the skin, whilst leaving your skin supple and hydrated.

INHIBIT FACE LIFT 
(60 MIN · €180)

INHIBITS · FILLS · REFORMS
Advanced facial treatment that effectively minimizes wrinkles. Thanks 
to powerful revitalization, impressive plumping action and effective 
massage techniques, this professional lifting not only reduces expression 
lines and corrects signs of aging, it also completely rejuvenates the 
complexion, producing extraordinarily firm and hydrated skin.



SKIN COMFORT
(60 MIN · €135)

SOOTHES · COMFORTS · CALMS 
Comfort your skin with this treatment to fortify skin tolerance, visibly 
reduce sagging and reverse microinflammation, which cause premature 
aging. Specifically designed for instant skin protection, this customized 
facial is your solution to hypersensitivity and rosacea. 

THE CITRUS ESSENCE
( 60 MIN · €150)

REVITALIZES · STIMULATES · FIRMS
An antioxidant treatment that restores vitality to sun-damaged skin
and helps minimize signs of premature aging. Vitamin C stimulates 
collagen production and renews skin firmness, whilst improving
 luminosity and hydration.

3D COLLAGEN
ESSENTIAL SHOCK FACIAL
(60 MIN / 90 MIN · €155 / €175)

SCULPTS · FIRMS · TIGHTENS 
A remodelling and firming facial with three types of Collagen of 
different molecular weights, that sculpts and defines facial contours. 
This innovative process provides an outstanding lifting and firming 
effect for incredibly supple and plump skin, whilst improving skin 
density and preserving moisture.



BODY 
TREATMENTS



DIAMOND ROSE BODY RITUAL
(60 MIN / 90 MIN · €135 / €180)
Please note the 90-minute option includes a full body massage.

RESTORES · NOURISHES · RELAXES 
A smoothing and nourishing body exfoliation and a regenerating massage using 
the exquisite fragrance of Damask rose oil. The perfect ritual to recover your skin’s 
natural suppleness, radiance and elasticity while restoring your overall well-being.

LOMI JUMA
(60 MIN · €145)

ENERGISES · BALANCES · SOOTHES 
Restore your inner balance with a treatment inspired by different techniques of 
Asian Pacific and traditional Mediterranean practices. This treatment improves 
microcirculation, relieves your joints and relaxes your muscles, while restoring your 
physical and mental well-being.

DETOX MARINE ESSENCE
(90 MIN · €180)

DETOXIFIES · REGENERATES · HYDRATES 
Bamboo particles remove dead skin cells while marine algae hydrates, detoxifies 
and firms the skin. This treatment also includes a relaxing signature back massage.

RELAXING SIGNATURE MASSAGE
(60 MIN / 90 MIN · €125 / €165)

RELAXES · BALANCES · HYDRATES
Let yourself be seduced by a Natura Bissé massage that includes personalised 
techniques that transport you to a higher state of well-being. Select your very own 
scent to enjoy during your treatment and experience the specific benefits of the 
chosen oil: energising, decongesting, relaxing or purifying effects. 



ADD ON MENU (30 MINS EACH)

FULL BODY SCRUB

CITRUS ESSENCE EXPRESS FACIAL

SKIN COMFORT EXPRESS FACIAL

RELAXING SIGNATURE BACK MASSAGE

TENSION RELIEVING HEAD MASSAGE

DEEP MUSCLE BACK MASSAGE

€65

€85

€85

€85

€85

€105

Any treatment from this table can be added to an existing 60-minute or 90-minute treatment booking 
or Day Spa Package. All Day Spa Packages and 90-minute treatments include complimentary access 

to the Eden Elements Spa facilities. There is an additional fee of €50 if you wish to add on use of 
facilities to any 60-minute treatment.

EDEN ELEMENTS DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE
(60 MIN · €145)

Our Eden Elements Deep Muscle Massage centres on realigning the 
deeper layers of connective and muscle tissue. This treatment offers 
stress relief, releases muscle tension and boosts circulation.




